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i.

"Eupnjcot"

-Archimedes

1 INTRODUCTION

The neutron and the proton together form the basic constituents of

the atomic nucleus. Free neutrons are unstable and must be produced

by nuclear reactions, for instance in nuclear reactors, by nuclear

weapons or using accelerators. The understanding of the neutron-

capture process is of great importance since all free neutrons will

eventually either decay into other particles, or will be captured by

a nucleus which then subsequently decays by the emission of

radiation. Studies of these processes will also give valuable

contributions to the description of nuclear structure and to the

study of nuclear reaction processes in general.

The first neutron-capture y-ray experiments [1-5] were performed only

a few years after the discovery of the neutron [6] and marked the

opening of a whole new branch of experimental research which is still

today a very active field. The pioneering work was done by Lea [1]

who found the first evidence of y-radiation emitted after neutron

irradiation, by studying the formation of deuterium nuclei when

hydrogen was irradiated by neutrons from a Be+Po source. The first

actual capture cross-section measurements were performed by Amaldi et

al. in 193U and 1935 [7]. In the following years a number of disco-



veries were made with new measuring techniques, in a large number of

laboratories.

The (n,y) experiments are usually divided into different categories

according to the energy range of the neutrons used for the

irradiation. One may distinguish the thermal-energy range, the

resolved-resonance region, the unresolved-resonance region and the

fast-neutron energy range. For each of these regions there are

various neutron sources available and different types of detection

equipment suitable for the different experiments. Since the work

described here is concerned with total-capture cross-section

measurements performed with monoenergetic neutrons of an energy above

2 MeV the following discussion will be limited to this type of

experiment.

There have been two experimental methods used in capture cross-

section measurements with monoenergetic neutrons above 2 MeV. One is

the prompt radiation detection method, in which the cross sections

are deduced from measurements of the prompt y rays emitted by the

excited nucleus after neutron capture. The other is the activation

technique, in which the cross section is obtained by measuring the

radiation from the radioactive reaction products.

There are different ways of detecting the prompt y-ray radiation.

Usually one uses a total absorption detector (e.g. a large

scintillator) which gives a detector pulse proportional to the sum of



the energies of all the emitted y rays in the decay of a particular

nucleus, or a Ge(Li) spectrometer can be used which gives a pulse

which is proportional to the energy of each individual Y ray-

Irrespective of the method used, a detector bias is usually required

to eliminate the counting of inelastic events. The major difficulty

is then to separate the capture events from the background of the

inelastic scattering in the part of the Y~ray spectrum which is below

the lower-level discriminator. This is done by extrapolation to zero

pulse height, thereby introducing an uncertainty in the obtained

cross section. This problem becomes worse with increasing neutron

energy, and limits the applicability of the method for capture cross-

section measurements at higher neutron energies (i.e. typically above

4-5 MeV).

The activation method is very simple in principle. A sample is

irradiated with monoenergetic neutrons whereby radioactive nuclei are

created. After the irradiation the induced activity is determined by

measuring the emitted radiation. If the decay properties of the

radioactive nuclei, the irradiation geometry, the irradiation and

analysing times, the sample mass, the efficiency of the radiation

detector and the neutron flux integrated over the sample are known,

then in principle, the cross section can be obtained. The uncertainty

is usually below 10% and in some favourable cases as small as only a

few percent. Thus, for higher neutron energies and for nuclei with

suitable decay properties, the activation method can be considered to

be an accurate method for capture cross-section measurements.



Unfortunately however, accompanying low-energy background neutrons in

reality make the measurements rather difficult. A major part of the

work described in the present thesis has been devoted to the study of

such background sources and one of the main points has been to

accurately determine their influence on activation measurements.

It is of vital importance to eliminate the influence of background

neutrons since only a small fraction of background neutrons can, in

some cases, completely invalidate a measurement. This point is best

illustrated by an example. Consider the reaction 'lsTn(n,-y)llsmIn,

which has a capture cross section of approximately 2 mb at 7 MeV and

200 mb at 1 MeV. If the background neutrons have an average energy of

1 MeV a simple calculation shows that only a \% contamination will

result in equal contributions to the yield from the background and

the primary neutrons at 7 MeV.

The difficulties associated with low-energy background neutrons in

activation experiments have been known since the time of the very

first cross-section measurements in the MeV region. In an article by

Hughes and collaborators [8], describing one of the first more

extensive cross-section measurements, it is stated that "as the

capture cross section varies as 1/E, the presence of only a small

number of moderated neutrons can vitiate the results". The experiment

was performed with unmoderated fission neutrons with an effective

energy of 1 MeV, obtained by irradiating a plate of uranium metal in

a beam of slow neutrons. The sample to be activated was enclosed in a
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thick cadmium cover to prevent significant leakage of thermal neu-

trons. An identical sample was simultaneously activated with thermal

neutrons. The fast-neutron cross section was obtained from the

activity ratio, the known thermal cross section and the calculated

ratio of fast to slow flux. The (n,^) cross sections obtained in this

experiment for usIn(n,Y)llsmIn and 197Au(n,y)198Au deviate

approximately 15% and 45? respectively, from today's accepted values.

In 1959 Johnsrud et al. [9] studied the energy dependence o€ fast-

neutron activation cross sections. The experiment was performed to

measure capture cross sections with monoenergetic neutrons for 24

nuclei in the energy range from 0.15 to 6.2 MeV. The fast-neutron

activity was compared with the activity induced by thermal neutrons.

The fluxes were compared by a 23SU fission counter. Since the energy

dependence of the fission cross section and the thermal cross

sections were known, the fast-neutron cross sections could be

determined. They used what today are standard ways of obtaining

monoenergetic neutrons, by using proton- and deuteron-induced nuclear

reactions. To obtain the required neutron energies, the projectiles

were accelerated with an electrostatic generator. For lower energies

the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction was used. Above 2.4 MeV proton energy

(corresponding to a neutron energy of approximately 0.7 MeV) there

will be a second group of neutrons thereby making the 7Li(p,n)7Be

reaction useless at higher energies. In the energy region 0.6 to 2.5

MeV the neutrons were produced by the T(p,n)*He reaction and in the

energy region from 2.6 to 6.2 MeV by the D(d,n)3He reaction. By
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adding the Tfd^^He reaction to those used by Johnsrud et al. it is

possible to obtain monoenergetic neutrons in the whole energy range

up to approximately 30 MeV.

In the paper by Johnsrud the difficulties associated with background

neutrons are only briefly mentioned. To reduce the effect of room-

scattered neutrons the sample and the fission counter were enclosed

by cadmium sheets. The remaining effects were estimated by repeating

activations at great distances from the neutron source. No mention

whatsoever is made of background neutrons produced by inelastic

scattering in the target materials, fission chamber and the sample

itself. The resulting cross sections for 1ISIn and 197Au are

considerably higher than those from later measurements [10] for

neutron energies above 2.5 MeV. It is very likely that the

discrepancies are due to contributions to the yield from background

neutrons which were not sufficiently accounted for.

In 1967 Menlove and co-workers published an article [10] containing a

thorough discussion of different types of background sources present

in activation measurements. Cross sections were obtained for four

different nuclei in the neutron energy range 1.0 to 19.4 MeV with the

same experimental method as that used in the Johnsrud experiment. The

background contributions were experimentally determined and the

activation yield was corrected to obtain the cross sections. The

results for 115In are in excellent agreement with the cross sections

presented here for energies below 5 MeV. However, for higher energies
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there are large discrepancies indicating that not even in this

experiment were corrections properly made for for background

neutrons. This is confirmed by measurements at 14-15 MeV where the

results of Menlove et al. are a factor of six too high in some cases.

It is likely that the measurements were spoiled by contributions of

background neutrons from scattering in the target beam stop.

About ten years ago it became abundantly clear that there were still

severe unresolved difficulties associated with capture cross section

measurements with the activation technique. For 14-15 MeV neutrons

the discrepancy between the cross-section results of the prompt

detection method and the activation method was in some cases as high

as a factor of cen, indicating the presence of large systematic

errors.

A number of different approaches have been made to eliminate the

influence of the low-energy background neutrons in 14-15 MeV

activation measurements. It was found that the problems were caused

by low-energy neutrons produced in nonelastic processes mainly in the

target-head materials. Valkonen and Kantele [11,12], who were the

first to experimentally establish the influence of background

neutrons on 14-15 MeV measurements, showed that "correct" cross

sections could be obtained by proper correction for the background

neutrons. Magnusson and Bergqvist [13] developed a target-sample

assembly for which the amount of material close to the target-sample

region was minimized, thereby significantly reducing the contribution
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from scattering in the vicinity of the sample. From the results of

these investigations it is clear that by using small samples, thin

targets and a close irradiation geometry the contribution to the

activation yield from background neutrons can be appreciably reduced.

The remaining contribution can be determined by systematically

varying the experimental conditions. This point is discussed in

detail in section 3. The difficulties connected with low-energy

background neutrons ir. measurements with 14-15 MeV are now well

established. The methods developed to eliminate the contributions

from background neutrons, have been applied to a number of cases and

the discrepancies between the activation results and the results of

the prompt detection method are now eliminated, as is shown in the

compilation of Wagner and Warhanek [14].

The problems encountered in measurements in the neutron energy range

2-8 MeV are very similar to those met in the 14-15 MeV experiments,

with resulting corrections which are of the same magnitude. A more

detailed discussion will be presented in section 3. In more recent

measurements in this region adequate corrections for background

neutrons seem to have been performed. In 1976 Lindner et al. reported

on capture cross sections for several nuclei in the neutron energy

region 0.12-2.9 MeV [15]. In this experiment some of tne background

neutron corrections were determined experimentally and some were

obtained by the use of Monte Carlo simulation techniques. A more

recent measurement of the cross section for the * 15In(n,f)l l6inIn

reaction at the neutron energies 5.8, 6.5 and 7.9 MeV has been
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reported by Kornilov et al. [16]. The results are in excellent

agreement with the cross sections presented here. In 1983 Hussain et

al. [17j reported results which show large discrepancies. It seems

likely that proper corrections were not applied and that only the

background from room-scattered neutrons was considered.

2 PURPOSE OF THE WORK

The ultimate aim of the work presented in this thesis was to obtain

experimental methods for the determination of capture cross sections

in the MeV region. The activation method was considered to be the

most suitable technique available to achieve this, due to its

simplicity and accuracy, provided the problems associated with low-

energy background neutrons could be handled properly.

A program was set out to investigate in detail the influence of the

background neutrons on capture cross-section measurements. Previous

studies performed with 14-15 MeV neutrons [13,18] constituted the

starting point for these investigations. Considerable effort has been

made to both trace and study background sources. Based on the results

of the investigations, experimental techniques could be developed

where the background influence was reduced to a minimum and where the

remaining contribution could be properly accounted for. The methods

were applied to capture cross-section measurements in the neutron

energy region 2.0-7.7 MeV and at 14.7 MeV.
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The thesis is based on the following publications:

G. Magnusson, P. Andersson and I. Bergqvist

14.7 MeV NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS WITH

ACTIVATION TECHNIQUE.

Physica Scripta 2 H 1980)21.

II P. Andersson, S. Lundberg and G. Magnusson

ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS OF SOME NEUTRON ACTIVATION CROSS

SECTIONS IN 27A1, n 5 I n AND 197Au AT 14.9 MeV.

Nuclear Physics Report LUNFD6/(NFFR-3O21)/1-22/1978.

Ill P. Andersson, R. Zorro and I. Bergqvist

ON NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS WITH THE

ACTIVATION TECHNIQUE IN THE MeV REGION.

Nuclear Physics Report LUNFD6/(NFFR-3043)/1-26/(1982).

IV P. Andersson, R. Zorro and I. Bergqvist

NEUTRON-CAPTURE CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS FOR U 5In AND
l97Au IN THE ENERGY REGION 2.0-7.7 MeV USING THE ACTI-

VATION TECHNIQUE.

Nuclear Physics Report LUNFD6/(NFFR-3O55)/ 1-26/( 1985).
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Paper IV is a revised version of the LUNFD6/(NFFR-3O54)/1-26/{1984)

report. The revision consists o€ a renormalization of the obtained

capture cross sections to the ENDF/B-V evaluation of the

llsIn(n,n')IlsmIn cross section. A manuscript summarizing the

experimental methods presented in papers III and IV has been accepted

for publication in Nuclear Instruments and Methods, and a second

paper containing the obtained cross sections together with

theoretical calculations (see also section 5) has been submitted to

Nuclear Physics.

3 LOW-ENERGY NEUTRON BACKGROUND

The experimental situation in most activation experiments is

complicated and obscure because of the presence of a number of

unidentified or only partly identified sources of background neutrons

with various intensities. There are of course specific background

problems in each individual experiment. However, some background

sources are v( v difficult to eliminate since they are connected to

the basic constituents of most activation experiments. Most notable

is the production of background neutrons by nonelastic processes in

the irradiated sample and in surrounding materials, denoted

background of secondary neutrons. A second important type of

background, the background of primary neutrons, is generated by the

charged particles used in the neutron production.
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Background of secondary neutrons.

The contribution from room-scattered neutrons is the best-known

effect of the influence of secondary neutrons and in many experiments

the only correction which has been considered. The usual way to

determine it has been to activate two samples at different distances

from the primary neutron source. One sample placed reasonably close

to the source and a second sample at a large distance. By assuming j

the room-scattered neutrons to be uniformly distributed and the

primary flux to follow a 1/rz dependence, where r is the target-

sample distance, it is possible to obtain the correction. With this

procedure one neglects contributions from scattering in the target

which then require additional investigations to be determined. This

effect has been neglected or underestimated in several previous

experiments, especially at 14-15 MeV. It has been common to use

water-cooled target arrangements with much material very close to the

primary neutron source, resulting in a considerable contribution to

the activation yield from scattered neutrons.

The measurements presented in papers I, III and IV show that by ,

increasing the distance to the walls and by reducing the amount of

material in the vicinity of the target-sample arrangement the

secondary background flux can be reduced significantly. It was found '.

that in addition to the room-scattered neutron flux the remaining I

contributions to the activation came from neutrons produced in ;

nonelastic processes in the sample itself and the target beam stop.
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The contribution from other sources was negligible. The contributions

from room-scattered neutrons and the background from the beam stop

may generally be determined by measuring the activation yield for

different target-sample distances. This is due to the fact that the

distance variation of the flux from a source outside the sample, is

usually different from the variation of the primary neutron flux (see

papers III ana IV for a detailed discussion).

The contribution to the activation yield from low-energy neutrons

generated by nonelastic processes in the sample itself is one of the

most important background sources in the measurements presented here.

As mentioned in the introduction this effect was not observed until

1972 [11,12]. Previous measurements, together with the present

investigations, show that neutrons scattered in the irradiated sample

itself give a contribution which varies approximately linearly with

the sample thickness, i.e. it can be obtained by varying the

thickness of the sample. Paper I reports on thickness dependencies

for a number of nuclei at the neutron energy 14.7 MeV, and Paper IV

contains a study of how the dependencies for ll5In and 197Au vary

with the neutron energy in the region 2-7 MeV.

Thus, by systematically varying the experimental conditions, it is

possible to determine the corrections which must be applied to the

activation yield to obtain the cross section. For the measurements in

the energy region 2-7 MeV (papers III and IV) neither the thickness

dependence nor the distance dependence showed any variation with the
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primary neutron energy. In fact for a particular target location and

a certain sample, the same corrections could be applied in the whole

applicable energy range. However, one should note that since the

capture cross section decreases, and as the magnitude of the

correction is approximately independent of the primary neutron energy

the correction will become more important as the energy increases.

Background of primary neutrons.

The Kd.nJ^He reaction was used for the production of primary

neutrons in the 14.7 MeV experiments (papers I and II). Due to the

target materials used and the low deuteron energy required (a few

hundred keV) the background of primary neutrons was negligible. In

the energy region 1-10 MeV the situation is quite different. In the

production of monoenergetic neutrons in this region the T(p,n)3He and

D(d,n)3He reactions are frequently used requiring projectiles of much

higher energy, typically a few MeV, which may then generate a

background of low-energy neutrons from reactions in the neutron

source materials, beam collimators etc.

The typical experimental situation is that the background from

primary neutrons rises sharply at some critical energy, following the

increase in the (p,n) or (d,n) cross section of one of the materials

in the target. Only a few hundred KeV above this energy the (n,y)-

activation yield from the background will be comparable to the yield

induced by the primary neutrons. At still higher energies it will
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dominate the activity.

I

The standard method of determining the contribution to the activation

yield from primary background neutrons consists of repeating the

irradiations with "empty targets". By an empty target is meant a

target which is identical to the target producing the primary

neutrons, but without the tritium or the deuterium or with these

replaced by 1H. By defining a signal-to-background ratio as the ratio

between the activation yield from the source reaction and the yield

from the corresponding empty target, a measure can be made of the

background contribution. The useful energy range of a target

arrangement is closely related to how accurately this ratio can be

determined, since a large uncertainty in the background determination

will result in a large uncertainty in the final cross section.

i

TARGET
TYPE

SOLID

GAS

REACTION

T(p,n)
II

D(d,n)

it

BACKING/

MATERIAL

Al

Au

a

BEAM STOP

THICKN.

(mm)

0.5

0.2

It

0.45

ABSORPTIC

MATERIAL

Ti(nat)
90Zr

Zr(nat)

W LAYER

THICKN.

(mg/cm1)

1.8-2.4
II

It

™"

ENERGY
REGION

(MeV)

< 4.4

< 4.8

2 . 5 - 5 . 4

2 . 5 - 7 . 7

TABLE 1. Properties and applicable energy range for different

target arrangements for the production of monoenergetic

neutrons up to 7.7 MeV.
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As described in papers III and IV a thorough investigation was made

to determine for which energy ranges different target types could be

used by measuring the signal-to-background ratio for different

primary neutron energies. It was found that the applicability of

commercially available targets was rather limited. However by

carefully selecting the materials to be adopted in the construction

of a set of new solid targets and a deuterium gas target arrangement,

the background was reduced to such an extent that it was possible to

extend the neutron energy range up to 7.7 MeV. Table I summarizes the

various target types and the energy ranges in which they were

applicable, requiring the signal-to-background ratio to be better

than two or three.

4 CROSS SECTIONS

Capture cross sections have been determined for a number of nuclei at

14.7 MeV and for llsIn and 197Au in the energy region 2.0-7.7 MeV.

The cross sections were obtained according to the procedures outlined

in the previous sections, with the contribution from background

neutrons determined by varying the experimental conditions and by the

use of empty targets.

Paper I describes experiments performed to obtain (n,y) cross

sections for the nuclei 23Na, S5Mn, 99Y, 1 2 7I, l3eBa, " 6 W and 197Au

at 14.7 MeV. The resulting cross sections establish the fact that the
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previous systematic discrepancy between the results of the activation

technique and the prompt detection method has been eliminated as a

consequence of proper correction for secondary neutrons.

Capture cross sections for 115In and 197Au in the energy region 2.0

to 7.7 MeV are presented in papers III and IV. This is an energy

region where there are very few measurements reported and those

reported often show large deviations [9-10,15-17,19-25]. For higher

energies the most reliable results for ll5In have been those of

Menlove, but even in this case it is likely that insufficient

corrections were made for background neutrons. At approximately 6 MeV

the cross section given by Menlove is nearly 50J higher than the

present result while the results reported recently by Kornilov et al.

[16], are in excellent agreement with the results presented here. For

197Au the situation is similar. Above 4.5 MeV there are only the

measurements by Johnsrud [9], which are a factor of 1.5-2 too high,

probably due to uncorrected contributions from background neutrons.

The results of the most recent prompt detection measurements are in

reasonably good agreement with our results [19,20].

The purpose of the experiments described in paper II was to measure

some of the cross sections utilized as reference cross sections in

this thesis relative to a standard cross section known with high

accuracy. By using a proton recoil telescope for the neutron flux

determination it was possible to relate the measurements to the n-p

scattering cross section which is known to an accuracy of a few
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percent. All the reactions are threshold reactions and the activation

yield is therefore insensitive to the low-energy background. The

obtained cross-section results agree well with other measurements

within the limits of uncertainty.

5 MODEL CALCULATIONS OF CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS.

This section will be devoted to a comparison of theoretical estimates

of cross sections for the 197Au(n,T)
19eAu and 115In(n,Y)116mIn

reactions with the experimental data. The theoretical cross sections

were obtained in collaboration with A. Marcinkowski and M. Herman at

the Institute for Nuclear Studies in Warsaw. The calculations are

based on the statistical model of the compound nucleus and were

performed using the computer code EMPIRE [26]. The calculations are

not presented in any of the papers included in this thesis. However,

a manuscript describing the calculations and presenting the capture

cross-section results obtained in the experiments described in papers

III and IV, together with much of the following discussion, has been

submitted to Nuclear Physics for publication.

For neutron energies below 5-6 MeV the main contribution to the

neutron-capture cross section will be from compound-nucleus

processes. The basic assumption of the compound-nucleus model is that

the formation and decay of the excited nucleus can be considered to

be independent. The energy of the captured neutron will be shared

I
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among the nucleons constituting the target nucleus and the decay of

the system will be of a statistical nature. The partial compound

cross section, do(n,Y)> °an then be written

da<n,Y) = (l)

where o (E ) is the cross section for the formation of a compound

state by the capture of a neutron with energy E and P(E ) is the

probability that it decays by emission of a y ray with energy E .

The formation cross section and the decay probability can both be

related to "he transmission coefficients. The transmission

coefficient gives the fraction of the incident flux which penetrates

into the potential well of the nucleus and can be calculated by the

use of the optical model. By treating the decay of the system as the

time reversal of the ingoing channels and by making use of the

reciprocity theorem it is also possible to relate the exit channels

to transmission coefficients. The formation cross section o\,(E ),

will then be given by

(2)

with T (E ) being the corresponding transmission coefficient and the

probability for the decay of a Y ray with energy EY will be

(3)
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?

Here T
Y(E Y) is the Y-fay transmission coefficient and ET^Ej) is the

sum of transmission coefficients for all possible exit channels [27].

i

Equation (1) gives the partial cross section for formation through

one single channel and subsequent y decay through one exit channel.

In actual experimental situations some kind of summing and averaging

procedure over all the possible spin states is required. The

statistical weights of the channels involved depend on the spin I, of

the target and I1, of the residual nuclei and on the angular momentum

1, and spin S, of the incident neutron. It is asummed that there is

always a sufficient number of compound nuclear states of spin J=l+j,

available in the region of excitation energy. Here, j represents the

channel spin (i.e. j=S+I) with corresponding primed symbols for the

quantities in the outgoing channels. In all cases the requirement of

conservation of parity has to be fulfilled. The expression for the

cross section for the capture of a neutron with energy E , followed

by the emission of a "y ray with energy Ey will be

dO(n,Y) = 1T*
2J+1

J 2(21+1) U
TU<V (4)

V

The sum over u represents a summation of transmission coefficients

T (En) for all ingoing channels contributing to the population of

compound states of spin J, with the restriction /J-l/iJiJ+1 imposed

by the requirement of angular momentum conservation.
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To be able to calculate the capture cross section according to

equation (U) all the levels and transmission coefficients have to be

known. For most nuclei information on the level properties is rather

limited. Usually, only the spins of levels up to a few MeV in

excitation energy are well established. For higher energies one

assumes that the levels can be described by a smooth level-density

function o(e), which is a function of the excitation energy and the

spin. The cross section foe neutron capture followed by emission of a

Y ray with energy between Ey and Ey+dEy can then be written

= IT*2 I g I T (E )
J U I jTu'(Ei)

Ty(Ey) O(En+B-Ey) dEy
(5)

where g is the statistical factor g=(2J+1)/2(2I*1), and p(En+B-E ) is

the level density for the compound nucleus after the emission of a

Y ray of energy E and where p1 (E^B-E^ is the level density for the

residual nucleus after decay through channel i, and finally, where B

represents the binding energy of the captured neutron. The decays

through channels leading to discrete low-lying levels which are

known, are treated as separate terms (i.e. with p(e) = 1). The total

neutron-capture cross section is obtained as the integral of do(n,Y)

for all possible decays of the compound system through Y-rav

cascades, excluding all decays which contain particle emission.

The two main sources of uncertainty involved in the calculations, are

those associated with the Y-ray transmission coefficients and the



level-density function. The -y-ray transmission coefficient for

electric dipole radiation can be related to the experimental photo-

absorption cross section through the relation [28]

(6)

where o (E ) is the average photo-absorption cross section of a

nucleus at the excitation energy E . This cross section can be well

described by a Lorentzian line shape at higher energies (i.e. in the

giant resonance region). In many cases however, this description

fails at lower energies, and since there is very little experimental

information available in this region it will result in large

uncertainties in the y-ray transmission coefficients. The Gilbert-

Cameron method [29] is commonly adopted for the estimate of the level

densities. The parameters needed must, in most cases, be taken from

overall systematics since they are usually not experimentally known.

Figure 1 shows the 197Au(n,y)198Au and the u5In(n,y)llsmIn reaction

cross sections in the neutron energy range 2.0-7.7 MeV together with

calculated cross sections (solid lines). The calculations were

performed according to the formalism outlined above. Only the Y"rav

and neutron decay channels were assumed to contribute to the total

decay probability since the cross section for decays through other

exit channels can be considered negligible in this neutron energy

region. In the indium case it is particularly important to follow in

detail the y decay of the compound nucleus through the cascades,
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since when comparing the calculated cross sections with the

experimental data, transitions feeding the isomeric state have to be

separated from transitions to the ground state. The Gilbert-Cameron

density formula was used in the calculations to describe the level

; density above the highest known level.

I
The transmission coefficients were obtained by optical-model

t

! calculations, except for the Y~ray transmission coefficients which

were derived from experimental photo-absorption cross sections. The

• level-density parameters for the compound nuclei 198Au and ll6ln were

t slightly adjusted from the values given by the overall systematics,

to reproduce experimental data at resonance energies, and the level-

density parameters for the residual nuclei after neutron emission

were adjusted at approximately 2 MeV (where the capture cross section

* is sensitive to the competitive (n,n') channel) to best reproduce

: existing experimental cross-section data.
I

The cross sections obtained in the calculations show reasonably good

agreement with the experimental data as can be seen in the figure.

The general behaviour of the cross section is well reproduced in the

region where the compound-nucleus model is applicable, that is below

approximately 6 MeV. At higher energies the theoretical cross

j sections fall below the experimental values by as much as 40-50/1

which is outside the estimated limits of uncertainty. Considering the

uncertainties in the Y-rav transition coefficients and in the level-

density parameters we estimate the compound-nucleus calculations to
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yield the correct cross section in the energy region considered to

within about 30%. The deviation is probably due to the fact that the

compound-nucleus model is no longer applicable at these energies but

has to be modified to take into account competing direct- and semi-

direct processes.

For gold there is a variation in the shape of the experimental cross

section around 3 MeV, which the model fails to describe. The

deviation is possibly caused by irregularities in the level density

of the residual nucleus, which determines the strength of competing

(n,n*) reactions. It is possible that the experimentally observed

shape of the cross section around 3 MeV is due to groups of levels

which are not described by the level-density function. At 1-2 MeV a

corresponding step in the cross section for gold appears which is

caused by the excitation of the first few levels via (n,n')

processes. The levels are known and the cross sections are very well

reproduced by the model in this range.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The experiments presented in this thesis show conclusively that

capture cross-section measurements with the activation technique are

very sensitive to accompanying low-energy background neutrons. This

is true not only at 14-15 MeV but also at such low energies as 2-3

MeV. It is also shown that the influence of such neutrons can be
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minimized by a proper choice of target materials and irradiation

conditions. Furthermore, the remaining contributions can be

determined by systematically varying the experimental conditions.

L

Capture cross sections were determined with the new methods

developed. The results of the 14-15 MeV measurements show that there

is no longer any reason to suspect systematic differences between the

cross sections obtained by the activation method and the prompt

detection method. In the neutron energy region 2-8 MeV the capture

cross-section results agree reasonably well with the most recent

prompt detection measurements [19,20] and with previous activation

results for lower neutron energies (i.e. below 2.5 MeV). For higher

energies the results differ considerably from previous activation

results. It is reasonable to conclude that background neutrons were

not properly accounted for in these previous measurements.
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